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Shannon Rezin
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Senior Research Development Officer
Rebecca Greene,
Research Development Analyst

Kim Facher,
Senior Proposal Dev Specialist
Elizabeth Cabral,
Proposal Development Specialist
Lise Loehr-Walton,
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Under Recruitment
TBN, Proposal Dev Specialist (AAS II Exempt)
Under Recruitment
TBN, Post-award Specialist for PHSRP/ATIPS (ASC II or AAS II)

FY 2020/21
TBN, Research Proposal Management Coord (ASC or AAS)

FY 2020/21
TBN, Post-award Specialist for PHSRP/ATIPS (ASC II or AAS II)

Julie McGinty
Research Operations Analyst

Kenny Knoll,
Sponsored Research Assoc.
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Student Assistants

*FY dates refer to year when posting/recruitment process is expected to be initiated.

Chart effective July 2019